Name______________________________
Date__________________________
Period_________________

**Fossil vs. Artifact**

Decide if each to the following is an artifact or a fossil. Write (A) for artifact or (F) for fossil.

1.) _____ Mesopotamian clay pot.
2.) _____ Neanderthal skull.
3.) _____ Roman coin.
4.) _____ Egyptian mummy.
5.) _____ Pipe carved from a buffalo bone.
6.) _____ Dried corn.
7.) _____ A golden necklace.
8.) _____ A silver statue of the sun god Ra.
9.) _____ A dinosaur skeleton.
10.)_____ A necklace made from bear claws.
11.)_____ An elephant tusk.
12.)_____ A spear point carved from ivory.
13.)_____ A silkworm cocoon
14.)_____ A silk tie.
15.)_____ A shield made from leather and wood.

**Primary vs. Secondary Sources**

Decide if each of the following is a primary or secondary source. Write (P) for primary and (S) for secondary.

1.) _____ A book written in 2008 about Roman coins.
2.) _____ An ancient Chinese statue of a warrior.
3.) _____ A wheel from ancient Mesopotamia.
4.) _____ A newspaper article about ancient Greek weapons.
5.) _____ An essay about how the Egyptians built the pyramids.
6.) _____ A statue of Buddha from ancient India.
7.) _____ A magazine article about the discovery of an ancient gravesite.
8.) _____ A letter from the Roman Emperor to his wife.
9.) _____ A bronze spear point used by ancient Chinese warriors.
10.)_____ A book that describes why the ancient Egyptians mummified the pharaohs.